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The NP.NET Profiler Tool
(NPPT) is a Windows
based,.NET plug-in,
specifically designed for
Win32 (x86). The NP.NET
Profiler tool was conceived
and designed with the
Windows.NET Framework in
mind. But it has the
potential to be used for
any.NET compliant app The
NP.NET Profiler Tool will be
helpful to users who are
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facing a specific problem in
any.NET application, but
mostly in the following
scenarios: 1. To debug and
identify the source of slow
performance issues in.NET
applications. 2. To identify
first chance exceptions or
any memory related issues
in.NET applications 3. To
ensure an application runs
in its required environment.
4. To ensure that an
application works well in a
specific environment.
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NP.NET Profiler Tool
Features: The NP.NET
Profiler Tool (NPPT) has the
following notable features:
1. Simple to install and use.
2. A simple yet feature rich
graphical user interface. 3.
Features like unlimited
Pause/Resume & Stepping,
Support for Non-Break
modes (NoBreak,
NoBreakNoLog,
NoBreakWaitAll),
Comparison of.NET & Native
Methods, MyWindows,
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Profile Session in an existing
window, Session or Global
session. NP.NET Profiler Tool
Installation: NP.NET Profiler
Tool is available to
download from Windows
Store. To install, go to your
Windows Store app and
search for Profiler. The
Profficto.NET Profiler will be
displayed in the results.
Click on the Install button to
start the installation. When
installing NP.NET Profiler
Tool, it creates some files in
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the program files directory
(Profficto.NET Profiler folder)
and other files in the
C:\Program
Files\WindowsApps\Common
Schemas folder. To see this
information, open Windows
command prompt, and type
the following command: %W
INDIR%\Profofiter\ProfofitorD
ir.exe NP.NET Profiler Tool
doesn't support XP and Vista
(10), so if you are using
such operating systems, you
will need to update the
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NP.NET Profiler Tool. For
that, go to the NP.NET
Profiler Tools folder in
%WINDIR%\Profofiter, then
press the Update button.
The Update icon will start,
and you can wait until the
update is done and click the
OK button

NP .NET Profiler [Win/Mac]

Allows one to view the
current status of the.NET
Framework framework and
identify the top issues
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affecting performance in
your.NET processes. The
tool monitors for excessive
use of memory, CPU,
garbage collection and other
related activities and brings
up the list of all these
processes. NP.NET Profiler
Features: It allows you to
view the current status of
the.NET framework Its helps
identify the top issues
affecting performance in
your.NET processes. It
monitors for excessive use
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of memory, CPU, GC and
other related activities and
brings up a list of these
processes In case the
problem is not resolved by
the application, the tool
provides a means to
troubleshoot the issue Vista
and newer users can also
use the NP.NET Profiler tool
without any issue You can
now manage your
StoreLogonFailures,
ActivateAndDeactivate,
SubmitFile and
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EmailActivation events via
the "Event Manager" section
You can now customize the
shell theme. Simply right
click and select "Themes
and Symbols" You can now
assign the default
StoreApplication locale,
StoreInstallation locale,
StoreLogonFailures,
ActivateAndDeactivate,
SubmitFile and
EmailActivation events to
the shell object You can now
schedule tasks and
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appointments with the
"Schedule" section. You can
now sort your calendar day
by name rather than date.
Simply right click and select
"Calendar items" and sort
by name in the drop-down
box Key Features: * Group
all events by any specified
event source. * View and
assign the events of any
event source. * View the
status and set the status of
any event source. * Edit any
event source either
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manually or
programmatically. * View
any event source and assign
it any event source. * View
and assign the events of any
event source. * View the
customizations of any event
source, either manually or
programmatically. * View
and assign the events of any
event source. * Group all
events by any specified
event source. * View and
assign the events of any
event source. * View the
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status and set the status of
any event source. * Edit any
event source either
manually or
programmatically. * View
any event source and assign
it any event source. * View
and assign the events of any
event source. * View the
customizations of any event
source, either manually or
programmatically. * View
the events of any event
source, b7e8fdf5c8
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Trace.NET Framework The
trace functionality in the
NP.NET Profiler is invoked
from an event created in the
Detailed Methods page. The
Trace.NET Framework will
show all created objects and
events that have consumed
enough processor time to be
logged. Detailed Trace
Detailed Trace is a
structured overview of all
created objects in the
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current Thread and the
references that each object
has on other objects. All
objects created in the
current Thread will be
opened in separate threads
and their sizes will be
displayed. Heap Profiler The
Heap Profiler will show you
how much memory is
currently being allocated or
has been de-allocated. This
is useful if you are
experiencing problems with
memory or if you want to
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see how much memory has
been allocated to an object
in a specific AppDomain.
Memory Profiler The
Memory Profiler shows how
much memory is being used
by a specific object. This is
useful if you are
experiencing problems with
memory in the current
AppDomain. It will show you
the allocation and de-
allocation of objects in the
current AppDomain and how
much memory each of those
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objects consumes. Object
Profiler The Object Profiler
will show you what a
specific object is doing. Click
on the dot symbol to open
the inner pages. Detected
Method The Detected
Method will show the
methods that have been
created by the.NET
Framework during the
program’s lifetime. Detected
Field The Detected Field will
show the static fields,
internal and non-public
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fields, and properties that
have been added to a class.
You can identify which fields
are abstract, virtual,
protected, private, or
keyword-protected (static).
Detected Event The
Detected Event will show all
public, private, and
protected methods and
events created by the.NET
Framework that have been
added to the current class,
and which are not abstract.
You can easily identify
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which methods and events
have been declared
abstract, virtual, protected,
or keyword-protected
(static). Detected Event On
Method The Detected Event
On Method will show all
public, private, and
protected methods and
events that have been
created by the.NET
Framework that have been
added to the current class,
and which are not abstract.
You can easily identify
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which methods and events
have been declared
abstract, virtual, protected,
or keyword-protected
(static). Detected Event On
Property The Detected
Event On Property will show

What's New In NP .NET Profiler?

NP.NET Profiler is an open
source tool for.NET
troubleshooting. It is a
highly accurate, real-time
profiler for.NET. The
native.NET profiler gives you
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the visibility into how your
application is using the
system resources and
memory. It also helps in the
detection of bottlenecks
such as memory leaks. It is
very easy to use and has a
simple graphical interface.
Although it is a free tool, it
provides a paid license for
large organizations. The.NET
profiler is shipped as a.NET
binary. It uses dynamic
loading to load the DLL on
the fly. There is no GUI to
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configure the profiler tool. It
has four types of samples :
Frames - the.NET runtime
stack trace for executing the
managed code, excluding
any native code. Methods -
the.NET runtime stack trace
for executing the managed
code. Method Blocks - a
collection of Method
Statistics, Method Type
Information and Method
Entry Point Information.
Threads - the.NET runtime
stack trace for executing the
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managed code. It is useful
to analyze the data
generated by the profiler
tool to track memory
allocations and search for
rare object creations. It is
also useful to find
performance bottlenecks.
NP.NET Profiler is a real-time
profiler that works in the
background, and doesn’t
lock your application. Once
you profile your application,
you won’t have to stop or
restart it. You can see how
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your.NET application is
performing. NP.NET Profiler
can help you to troubleshoot
memory leaks, slow
execution performance, First
Chance Exceptions, Out of
Memory and crashing of
your application due to
memory fragmentation, and
other performance related
issues. NP.NET Profiler runs
in a separate windows and
does not slow down your
development process. The
profiler is easy to install. You
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can try it free for 30 days.
The 1-Year Trial is available
for a nominal price. After
the initial trial, you can
upgrade to the Paid version,
depending on your needs.
NP.NET Profiler can be used
to test every piece of code
before deploying. You can
enable the profiler in your
development environment
to review code performance
and identify memory leaks
before you start the actual
development. With the new
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profiler tool, you can
instantly detect if you have
memory leaks or not. This is
a good tool to use in case
you are running out of
memory. If the profiler
detects a memory
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System Requirements For NP .NET Profiler:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10
CPU: i3-3220/i3-3220/i5-323
0/i7-3520/i7-3540 RAM: 4
GB GPU: GTX1060 6GB/GTX
1070/X1/1080/X1/X2/X3/X4/
X5 DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 500 GB
Recommended: CPU:
i5-4590/i5-46
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